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ABSTRACT

Nowadays as we all know life is quick and dynamic. Since this rate is interest of time. Rate of working increment with systems of data innovation. Yes the it changes our reality and spare our time. From e-mail to chatting. Video conferencing file sharing and so forth should be possible on internet through i.t. procedures. We spare time with these methods as well as trees which is life of our temperament (on the grounds that low utilization of papers). I.t area likewise give different employment fields to young people in India and in abroad. In spite of the fact that there is gigantic rivalry for each occupation and number of professionals goes for tests, however we got come about exceptionally following day. This is likewise happening in entrance tests directed by different institutions. We don't have to sit tight for consequence of our exam. This was unrealistic in past times. Be that as it may, as life rate up the it gives an answer for us. OMR is optical imprint peruser (likewise called optical imprint acknowledgment) is the procedure of catching human-checked information from report structures, for example, reviews and tests. In this paper we will focus the strategies utilized for OMR as a part of different nations, benefits and ambiguities of OMR.
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